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Options for quantitative 
assessment of types  
of commercial real estate leases

Tomas Ginevičius

A B S T R A C T
Facing increasing business volumes and internationalisation, office lease issue is 
becoming increasingly relevant to business enterprises. They become an integral part 
of the business which determines the outcome of commercial activities. Current 
assessment methodologies for types of office leases are flawed because they lack 
comprehensiveness and they are not linked to the objective of a lease, that is 
improvement of business deliverables. The methods for quantitative assessment of 
lease types are flawed. The objective of this article is developing a hierarchical system 
of indicators in connection with commercial real estate (office) leases adapted for 
quantitative assessment using multi-criteria methods. As a result of the research, it 
has been obtained that such system contains three categories: economic, premises 
and environmental. 12 indicators fall into the first one, 24 – into the second and 16 – 
into the third one. 
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Introduction

  Many reference sources aimed at examining the 
issue of commercial real estate lease first of all stress 
that the issue is of importance. The main reason is the 
fact that premises of the mentioned intended use 
have a significant effect on the deliverables of 
commercial activities such as competitiveness, sales 
volumes and profit.
 Offices are distinguished as a separate class of 
commercial real estate. The analysis of reference 
sources which give an overview of the existing 
situation demonstrates that the demand for them will 
be increasing in both the short-term and long-term 
perspective. It is due to two reasons. First, owing to 
the improving economic situation of the country, the 
number of Lithuanian business enterprises that are 
interested in having suitable office premises will be 
increasing. Secondly, foreign investors optimising 
their activities show growing interest in the Central 
European and Baltic states turning away from India 

and other Asian countries. Hence, the issue of real 
estate (office), (CRE(o)) lease is of significant 
relevance from the practical perspective. Owing to its 
nature, the issue and the solution thereto are also 
complicated from a scientific point of view because it 
is a very sophisticated and complex phenomenon. 
This sophistication and complexity originate in the 
fact that the CRE(o) lease is a characteristic of wide 
variety of aspects in reality, that is economic lease 
conditions, environment of premises subject to lease, 
nature of the premises, and so on. Indicators showing 
the mentioned aspects have been expressed in a wide 
variety of dimensions. What is more, the nature of 
any variations thereof also differs, that is decreasing 
values of certain indicators improve whereas of others 
aggravate the situation. Hence, there emerges not 
only a practical, but also a scientific issue of how to 
develop a system of indicators based on such a huge 
number of them that would adequately reflect the 
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types of commercial real estate (office) leases and 
how to adapt such a system for quantitative assessment 
to rank all types of leases by their suitability from the 
tenant’s perspective.
 The objective of this article is to develop  
a hierarchical system of indicators in connection with 
commercial real estate (office) leases adapted for 
quantitative assessment using multi-criteria methods.

1. Significance of commercial 
real estate (offices)  
to business development 

 Business enterprises are established to carry out 
commercial – economic activities and achieve certain 
economic deliverables. They can attain the mentioned 
objective only in the case where the production 
process is sustainable, smooth and focused. This is 
guaranteed by the management system of the 
enterprise. As a general rule it is developed on the 
basis of management functions to be implemented by 
management personnel specialising in these 
functions. One of the essential conditions for effective 

functioning of such personnel is suitable environment. 
In market economy conditions, each enterprise 
usually had an administrative building for these 
purposes, hovewer  having and maintaining such 
buildings or premises is no longer useful from the 
economic sense. Hence, the lease of office premises 
became prevalent. These days leased office premises 
have become an integral part of the business. Practice 
has shown that they should be perceived as one of the 
significant factors that determine the success of 
economic activities of a business enterprise (Fawcett 
& Chadwick, 2007; Fawcett & Rigby, 2009; Investa 
Properties Limited, 2006; Martinac et al., 2011; Van 
de Wetering & Wyatt, 2011).
 Demand for offices and requirements therefore are 
determined by certain factors (Fig. 1).
 Domestic demand for office lease means the 
demand of business enterprises of the country. It is 
created when enterprises:
• establish subsidiaries;
• develop business into new areas;
• seek to improve office environment;
• bring business together into one space;
• seek to improve their image.
 

Fig. 1. Effect of CRE(o) on the success of business

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Effect of CRE(o) on the success of business 
Source: created by the author 
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External demand means the demand of foreign 
enterprises that invest in the country. In the market 
knowing that offices have a significant impact on 
business deliverables, increasingly higher 
requirements have been raised for leased premises, 
that is for their technical characteristics, quality and 
variety of services offered by the landlord, 
environment of workplaces, et cetera (French  
& Wieseman, 2003; Nase et al., 2013; Pagouztri et al., 
2003). Hence, the choice of a prospective tenant is 
determined, to a great extent, not only by a few major 
criteria, but a totality thereof which include such 
aspects as: location of the building where the office 
premises are situated; exterior; interior; areas; 
expansion possibilities; ergonomic solutions 
(Sacramento et al., 2013; Appel – Meulenbroek et al., 
2011; Choi et al., 2012; Saari et al., 2006; Warren, 
2003; Levy & Peterson, 2013).
 The relevance of commercial real estate (office) 
lease as an issue is evidenced in its supply and demand 
trends. Increasing office lease supply means 
constructing new business centres and other premises 
intended for office lease. Essentially, it is a response to 
existing situation of the demand or forecast (Tab. 1). 

 Other major cities in Lithuania (Kaunas, Klaipėda) 
and Estonia as well as Latvia are in a similar situation 
as Vilnius City. Data provided in Table 1 demonstrate 
that since 2012 the demand for offices has been 
growing; hence, the issues in connection with the 
lease thereof have been increasingly relevant.
 In order to choose suitable business premises,  
a variety of aspects have to be considered. This makes 
office lease a very complex scientific issue. It is no 
coincidence that a wide selection of assessment 
methods for types of leases is suggested in the 
references. All of them are based on the indicators 
characterising types of leases.

2. Developing a system  
of commercial real estate 
(office) lease indicators

 An overview of assessment methods for types of 
commercial real estate (office) leases pointed out, 
along with advantages, the following major flaws:

• majority of the methodologies are aimed  
at examining the rent cost of real estate (RE) and 
the influencing key factors thereof (French  
& Wiseman, 2003; Nase et al., 2013; Pagourtri  
et al., 2003; Fuerst & McAllister, 2010; Eichholtz  
et al., 2009, 2010);

• there is no systematic approach towards creating  
a system of RE lease indicators (Appel-
Meullenbroek et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2012; Saari et 
al., 2006; Warren, 2003);

• the focus is on the RE market and its factors, but 
not the lease (Zhang, 2015; Cupal, 2014; Fan et al., 
2014).

 Other flaws characteristic to the proposed 
methodologies include: few of them are essentially 
unsuitable for developing a system facilitating the 
lease decision-making; a significant percentage seek 
to examine the sale/purchase of offices as an 
investment opportunity, but not the lease; systems of 
indicators which are the basis for choosing a certain 
type of lease disregard many important aspects. To 
sum up current or proposed CRE(o) lease 
methodologies, the following underlying flaws can be 
noted: first, they lack comprehensiveness, a systematic 

approach towards developing a system of lease 
indicators; second, the systems of indicators are not 
linked with the objective of lease, that is improvement 
of business deliverables; third, the weight of lease 
indicators is not appreciated.
 Commercial real estate (office) lease, as  
a phenomenon, manifests itself in reality through 
many aspects. The need to take them into 
consideration is determined by the wish of  
a prospective tenant to rent the premises that would 
contribute to their business success to the greatest 
extent. Hence, the requirements for the premises are 
derived from the above. The premises have to be 
attractive in the sense of their interior, geographic 
location as well as surrounding environment. What is 
more, they must facilitate the modern business-
related operations. On the other hand, the tenants are 
mindful of the rent cost, pollution and safety of the 
area, and so on. The question is whether it is possible 
to find an indicator that integrates the huge variety of 
lease aspects in such a controversial situation.

Tab. 1. Supply of new offices in Vilnius City, in thousand sq m 

Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015* 2016*

Area, in thousand sq m 16.04 28.21 46.42 89.31 33.30 2.50 18.21 14.70 19.90 37.72 42.22
*- forecast

Source: Newsec Baltic.
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 Seeking for a solution, each and every of the 
mentioned aspects needs to be seen as a criterion 
aimed at reflecting the aspect in a quantitative 
manner. In such a case, we will be able to understand 
a complicated and complex phenomenon of CRE(o) 
lease the light of the totality of those criteria and as a 
system. In order to develop it, first of all, it is necessary 
to make a list of criteria or indicators based on the 
references, expert survey and other sources. It 
includes indicators that are significant, not very 
significant and insignificant to the CRE(o) lease. 

Then, the organisation of this list, that is removal of 
insignificant indicators, should be carried out 
(Ginevičius & Podvezko, 2005).
 When the composition of indicators left after 
organising the list has been determined, one should 
proceed with developing a system. The underlying 
goal of this procedure is to develop a system of 
indicators suitable for quantitative assessment of 
types of office leases (Ginevičius, 2009). Analysis of 
reference sources enable the development of such 
system to be expressed not as a subjective and 
unreasoned process, but as a structured sequence of 
logical acts. It is determined, to a great extent, by the 
choice of concept. Two possible approaches become 
apparent: first, where it is considered that indicators 
characterising phenomenon (CHP) reflect it directly, 
hence, they are relatively independent of each other; 
second, where it is considered that the indicators of 
the system are interlinked (some directly whereas 
others indirectly). Indirectly linked indicators reflect 
the analysed phenomenon from its aspect where they 
are included to (Ginevičius, 2009).
 In the first case, considering that the indicators of 
the system are relatively independent and reflect the 
phenomenon directly, the development of the system 
results in a single-level system of indicators (Fig. 2).
 Using such a system of indicators for quantitative 
assessment of the state of complicated and complex 

phenomena is limited because they are reflected by  
a large number of indicators what makes determining 
of their significance impossible. 
 In the second case, considering that CHP 
indicators are interlinked, the basis for developing 
the system is the assumption that the links have 
different strength. This leads to the idea that the 
most interlinked indicators reflect the same aspect 
of the CHP. Such indicators can be combined into 
one group. If there are more indicators than an 
expert assessing their weight can deal with, this 

group is in turn divided into separate smaller 
sections. This structuring process is finished when 
every such group contains a number indicators 
sufficient for expert evaluation of the weight thereof 
(Ginevičius, 2007, 2009). 
 The outcome of such grouping of CHP indicators 
is a hierarchically structured system of indicators 
adapted for quantitative assessment of their state.
 Based on the mentioned procedure, the goal was 
to develop a system of commercial real estate (office) 
lease indicators suitable for quantitative assessment 
of their types.
 A list of possible CRE(o) lease indicators was 
developed on the basis of reference and other 
sources as well as expert survey. It includes 59 
indicators in total: significant, not very significant 
and insignificant ones from an office lease 
perspective.
 In order to „organise the list”, a methodology 
based on the methods of mathematical statistics was 
invoked (Ginevičius & Podvezko, 2005). After 
removing the insignificant indicators, the system 
has 52 indicators. Such a number is too large for 
expert evaluation of the significance of indicators. 
Hence, the system of indicators had to be structured. 
The analysis of its content demonstrated that the 
indicators were interlinked and that the links were 
of different strength. Stronger links exist between 

Fig. 2. Single-level system of indicators of the phenomenon subject to examination
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Fig. 2. Single-level system of indicators of the phenomenon subject to examination 
Source: created by the author. 
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those indicators which define the same aspect of 
office lease. Three of such aspects became apparent: 
economic lease conditions; type of premises subject 
to lease and the environment of the building where 
premises subject to lease are located in. Having 
grouped the indicators by their characteristics, the 
outcome is that the economic category includes  
12 indicators, premises – 24 and environmental –  
16 indicators. The question is whether the system of 
indicators structured in this manner is suitable for 
quantitative assessment. Reference sources state, 
without a deeper scientific substantiation, that the 
number of indicators to be assessed simultaneously 
for determining their weight should not exceed 10-12 
(Ginevicius, 2007; 2009).
 We see that only the category of economic 
indicators meets the mentioned condition. Thus the 
other two categories require a more in depth 
structuring.
 Analysis of indicators in connection with the 
premises has demonstrated that they can be divided 
into three related groups. The first group defines 
technical facilities of the premises, the second – their 
ambience and the third one – the options. 11 
indicators fell into the first group, 5 into the second 
and 8 indicators into the third one. The category of 
environmental indicators has been subdivided into 
two groups: infrastructure and location. The first 
group contains 9 and the second one – 7 indicators. 
Hence, the number of indicators within each group 
does not exceed 12; therefore, it is possible to assess 
their weight.

 A hierarchically structured system of commercial 
real estate (office) lease indicators adapted for 
quantitative assessment of lease types is the following 
(Fig. 3).

Conclusions

 Owing to improving economic situation, the issue 
of having suitable office premises is becoming 
increasingly relevant to business enterprises of the 
country. The demand therefore is also increased by 
the growing interest of foreign investors in the Central 
European and Baltic states. Office premises have 
become an integral part of business because they have 
a significant effect on the business deliverables, that is 
competitiveness, profitability, and so on.
 Overview of assessment methods for types of 
commercial real estate (office) leases has revealed the 
following flaws: first, they lack comprehensiveness,  
a systematic approach towards developing a system of 
lease indicators; second, the systems of indicators are 
not linked with the objective of lease, that is 
improvement of business deliverables; third, 
quantitative assessment methods of such indicators 
are flawed.
 Types of CRE (o) leases manifest themselves in 
reality through many indicators. In order to prioritise 
the types it is necessary to combine all of these 
indicators into one general measure.

     Fig. 3. Hierarchically structured system of commercial real estate (office) lease indicator
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 The underlying issue which is faced in the course 
of quantitative assessment of lease types is developing 
a suitable system of indicators. To this extent a list of 
lease indicators has to be made first of all, then 
insignificant indicators need to be removed therefrom 
and the remainder structured hierarchically in  
a manner  that the number of indicators subject to 
simultaneous assessment does not exceed 10 – 12 for 
the purpose of assessing their weight.
 The hierarchically structured system of CRE (o) 
indicators contains three categories: economical, 
premises and environmental. 12 indicators fall into 
the first one, 24 – into the second and 16 – into the 
third one. To make the system of indicators suitable 
for quantitative assessment, the premises category 
has been divided into three sections: technical 
facilities (11 indicators), ambience (5 indicators) and 
options (8 indicators). The environmental category of 
indicators has been divided into two sections: 
infrastructure (9 indicators) and location (7 indi-
cators). The resulting final system of indicators has 
been adapted for quantitative assessment. 
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